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	This book is written for the “information worker” businessperson who already
	uses Microsoft Office applications such as Excel, Word, or Visio to accomplish
	his or her daily work. Today, information workers most often work in the
	collaboration environment of SharePoint, where their spreadsheets and documents are
	saved and shared, along with SQL Server Data Visualizations such as dashboards and
	reports, for everyone to view and utilize.


	It is this large class of information workers who can now design and share worldclass
	reports and data visualizations using the techniques described in this book. The
	new SQL Server business intelligence tools from Microsoft take reporting out of the
	realm of database professionals and place “reporting with graphics” in the hands of all
	levels of employees in support of real-world work processes.


	Information technology professionals are also finding an increasing need to understand
	the tools presented in this book, as Microsoft Reporting Services in general becomes
	pervasively more integrated within line-of-business applications. These applications
	range from generic Microsoft Project Servers to line-of-business case management
	systems that are often based on Microsoft’s XRM case-management/workflow server.
	And while these applications are often delivered with embedded Microsoft Reporting
	Services reports, those reports can be enhanced and expanded with a working knowledge
	of the concepts discussed in this book.


	The examples in this book require the use of Reporting Services “Report Builder”
	version 3.0, which is bundled with SQL Server 2008 version R2—and is available at no
	additional charge to users of SQL Server. The new PowerPivot product from Microsoft
	is also discussed/explored in this book and requires Excel 2010 on the user’s desktop.
	However, it should be noted that the chapters in the book do not describe server
	operating system configuration, or code examples in any detail—it is assumed that the
	users and consumers of this book have access to SQL Server 2008 R2 and SharePoint
	2007 (or SharePoint 2010).


	One of the first things that can help with understanding the concepts of SQL Server
	Data Visualization is to understand how different tools of the SQL Server technology
	relate to each other, and the roles they play in business intelligence analytics. Each tool
	has its own unique design interface, but every SQL Server BI component produces
	charts, gauges, grids, or maps for reporting, analysis, and measurement that are viewable
	in the browser or within a SharePoint portal. The following “Microsoft BI Matrix”
	illustration shows the SQL Server Data Visualization components, and how they fit
	into the roles of reporting, analysis, and measurement.
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Beginning Android 3D Game DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Beginning Android 3D Game Development is a unique, examples-driven book for today's Android and game app developers who want to learn how to build 3D game apps that run on the latest Android 5.0 (KitKat) platform using Java and OpenGL ES.


	Android game app development continues to be one of the hottest...
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SELinux by Example: Using Security Enhanced LinuxPrentice Hall, 2006
  
SELinux: Bring World-Class Security to Any Linux Environment!

  
 

SELinux offers Linux/UNIX integrators, administrators, and developers a state-of-the-art platform for building and maintaining highly secure...
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One-of-a-Kind ProductionSpringer, 2011

	Despite the numerous competitive advantages of one-of-a-kind production (OKP), the low efficiency and high costs associated with OKP companies threaten to push their business opportunities into the hands of cheaper overseas suppliers.


	One-of-a-Kind Production introduces a novel strategy and technology to help OKP companies...
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Algorithms and Protocols for Wireless Sensor Networks (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Boukerche is well-known and established international researcher in the field of wireless mobile networks and distributed systems. This is one of the first publications to focus on wireless ad hoc and sensor networks with a concentration on algorithms and protocols providing you with a comprehensive resource to learn about the continuous advances...
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Reading Between the Signs: Intercultural Communication for Sign Language Interpreters 2nd EditionIntercultural Press, 2006
Ann Mindess examines a culture not widely understood - American deaf culture. Collectivist and high-context, it contrasts with mainstream individualistic, low-context American culture. Both cultures are examined and the interpreter's role and responsibilities are discussed.

This book provides us with a penetrating look at a subject that,...
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Battlespace Technologies: Network-Enabled Information Dominance (Artech House Intelligence and Information Operations)Artech House Publishers, 2010

	The era of mechanized warfare is rapidly giving way to the battle for information superiority enabled by electronic technologies that provide data for detailed analysis of enemy forces and capabilities. Supported with over 400 color photographs and illustrations, this new book is written and designed specifically to help non-specialists...
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